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way’, iskwíst, my name is, Sʔímlaʔxw, and I am from Penticton BC, Canada. kn sqilxw. 
I am a Syilx (Okanagan, Interior Salish) adult language learner. My cohort and I are 
midway in our language transformation to become proficient speakers. Our names are 
Prasát, Sʔímlaʔxw, C’ər̓tups, X̌wnámx̌wnam, Staʔqwálqs, and our Elder, Sʕamtíc’aʔ. We 
created an adult immersion house, deep in Syilx territory, and lived and studied together 
for five months. We combined intensive curricular study, cutting-edge second-language 
acquisition techniques, filmed assessments, and immersion with our Elder. We emerged 
transformed—we are n’łəqwcin, clear speakers, speaking at an intermediate level. There 
has been very little written about assessment of Indigenous language teaching methods 
or Indigenous language speaking ability, and much less written about filmed learning and 
assessment. Three films were created in our language, nqilxwcn, and placed on YouTube. 
The films give primacy to our personal narratives, document and share our transformation, 
speaking abilities, grassroots language activism and learning methods. This paper describes 
the films, my cohort’s transformation, assesses our speaking ability, describes Paul Creek 
Language Association curriculum, and represents a contribution to Indigenous language 
teaching methods, assessment and nqilxwcn revitalization.
iskwíst Sʔímlaʔxw, kn t̓l snpintktn. kn sqilxw uł kn səcmipnwíłn nqilxʷcn. axáʔ inq̓əy̓mín 
iscm̓aʔm̓áy. kwu kcilcəl̓kst kwu capsíw̓s, iʔ sqəlxwskwskwístət Prasát, Sʔímlaʔxw, C̓ər̓tups, 
X̌wnámx̌wnam, Staʔqwálqs, naʔł iʔ ƛ̓x̌aptət, Sʕamtíc̓aʔ. kwu kwliwt l̓ nqilxwcn iʔ citxwtət 
cilkst iʔ x̌yałnəx̌w uł isck̓wúl̓ kaʔłís iʔ tə syaʔyáʔx̌aʔ. iʔ l̓ syaʔyáʔx̌aʔtət, caʔkʷ mi wikntp 
iʔ scm̓am̓áy̓aʔtət iʔ kłyankxó nqilxʷcn iʔ sc̓ʕaʕ̓ác̓s, kwu cnqilxʷcnm, kwu səck̓waʔk̓wúl̓m 
nqilxʷcn, uł kwu x̌əstwilx iʔ scqwaʔqwʔáltət. xəc̓xac̓t iʔ sck̓wul̓tət, naxəmł ksxan iʔ tl̓ silíʔtət 
iʔ l̓ kiʔláwnaʔ iʔ sn̓ilíʔtns kwu ctixwlm. ʕapnáʔ kwu capsíw̓s uł kwu n̓łəqwcin. wtntím iʔ 
syaʔyáʔx̌aʔtət l̓ YouTube uł iʔ scx̌minktət caʔkw ksʕaysnwím iʔ scsm̓am̓áy̓tət, kłyankxó 
iʔ sck̓wul̓səlx, uł caʔkw cʔkin iʔ ł sk̓ʷaʔk̓ʷúlm iʔ nqəlqílxʷcn iʔ kscm̓am̓áy̓aʔx, uł caʔkw 
mi łxʷl̓al aʔ nqəlqilxwcntət.
1. INTRODUCTION1. According to our Syilx (Okanagan, Interior Salish) way, personal 
introductions come before all other narrations. My name is Sʔímlaʔxw, I am from Pent-
icton BC, Canada. sqilxw uł suyápix isʕaxwíps. I am mixed-heritage and related to the 
Simla and Richter families in Syilx Okanagan territory. I am a Syilx Indigenous adult 
second-language learner, studying nqilxwcn (N’syilxcn)2 our language. My cohort of four 
1 An earlier version of this article appeared as a chapter in my dissertation (Johnson 2013).
2 N’syilxcn and nqilxwcn are names for the Interior Salish language spoken in Syilx territory, 
Interior Plateau North America; I use them interchangeably though they have a subtle difference 
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women and I lived and studied in an adult immersion house, deep in Syilx territory from 
January to May 2011, and documented our transformation in three films.3 Our names are 
Prasát, C’ər’tups, X̌wnámx̌wnam, Staʔqwálqs, and our Elder, Sʕamtíc’aʔ. Following Syilx 
protocol, our Elder speaks first: 
(1) Sʕamtíc̓aʔ: kn aláʔ l’ sp̓əp̓ƛ̓m̓salq̓w, incá iskwíst Sʕamtíc̓aʔ. aláʔ cyʕáp 
iʔ smam̓ím. x̌minksəlx caʔkw mipn̓wíłn t̓ ksn̓qilxwcnmsəlx. uł aláʔəlx uł t̓i 
kmax n̓qilxwcn iʔ ksqwl̓qwil̓tsəlx. əcm̓ay̓twixw, uł mam̓áy̓aʔməlx, uł way’ taʔlí 
n̓łaqwcínəlx. 
Translation: 
Sʕamtíc̓aʔ: I am here at sp̓əp̓ƛ̓m̓salq̓w [treeline, South end of Chopaka road], my 
name is Sʕamtíc’aʔ. The women arrived here. They wanted to learn to speak 
nqilxwcn. They stayed together here and did nqilxwcn immersion. They told 
each other stories and they studied. They now speak very clearly (Sʕamtíc’aʔ, 
kwu n’łəqwcin 00:33). 
We emerged after five months, transformed—we are now n’łəqwcin, clear speakers. We are 
midway through our language transformation from k’lp’xwínaʔ, ears opened (comprehen-
sion phase), to n’tłłcin, straightened or true speech. In our films we express a shared goal 
of achieving n’tłłcin speech and a belief that this is possible: 
  
(2) Prasát: I believe I’m gonna be fluent. I believe I will be fluent before I leave 
this world. It’s gonna take me a while, but—I feel that for all of us, we’re on the 
edge of something (Prasát, our eldest learner, in kwu n’łəqwcin 01:55). 
X̌wnámx̌wnam: lut t̓ə titíyam iʔ sck̓ʷul̓tət. taʔlí xəc̓xac̓t. naxəm̓ł incá kn 
səcmipnwíłn inqʷlqʷiltn. uł … yaʔtmín qʷəlqʷilt nixʷ, uł nixʷ, ul nixʷ (04:10). . 
. kn musls . . . iscqʷlqʷilt tłtałt, uł cxił t̓ inƛ̓x̌əx̌ƛ̓xá̌p, uł Syilx iʔ cawtət (05:20). 
Translation: 
X ̌wnámx̌wnam: Our work wasn’t easy. It was very hard. But I am learning to 
speak my language. I need [to] speak more, and more, and more (04:10) . . . I 
hope—my speech will be straight and true like my grandparents, and our Syilx 
ways of being (kwu n’łəqwcin 05:20). 
in meaning. N’syilxcn Language Map: http://maps.fphlcc.ca/fphlcc/nsyilxcn. N’syilxcn (spelled 
N’səlxcin in the southern part of our territory) is written with a variation of the International Pho-
netic Alphabet. See and listen to the letters of the N’syilxcn Alphabet Song at www.interiorsalish.
com (resources). I offer gratitude to my teachers and language family, Paul Creek, En’owkin 
Centre, and University of British Columbia, and take humble responsibility for my transcriptions, 
translations, and learner’s mistakes. 
3 Our three films are Goldilocks 1 youtube.be/KVj3vpCf6JE; Goldilocks II youtube.be/3DxQb_
Lrlrw; kwu n’łəqwcin youtu.be/O7fFMN-KSa4. Background to our language house, my personal 
story and further reflections are shared in Johnson 2012 and 2013. 
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I gathered our narratives into three short films, Goldilocks I, Goldilocks II and kwu 
n’łəqwcin. The films were posted on YouTube entirely in N’syilxcn, in order to share 
our narratives, our learning methods, and document our transformation, in our own 
words, in our own language. This paper describes the three films, our speaking abilities, 
our learning methods, and provides a preliminary method of assessment of Indigenous 
second-language learning levels. 
I first place this research in the context of our sqəlxwcawt, Syilx ways of being, 
second in our own words, third in the context of N’syilxcn second-language acquisition, 
fourth in the context of second-language assessments, and finally in the context of In-
digenous film. In sqəlxwcawt, as in many other Indigenous methodologies, our personal 
narrative, set in our particular communities, takes primacy over outside methodological 
generalizations. The term second language acquisition (SLA) reflects that N’syilxcn is 
presently not learned in the home as children, and is therefore learned as a second-
language. The ultimate goal of language revitalization is to bring language back into the 
home. Second language acquisition tools are speeding N’syilxcn and other Indigenous 
languages’ revitalization, discussed further in my dissertation. 
In the discussion following each film’s narrative, I describe N’syilxcn phases of 
language acquisition from k’lp’xwínaʔ, ears opened, or comprehension phase, to n’tłłcin, 
straightened or true speech—it is important to be able to discuss our learning about 
the language in the language. I then introduce the topic of Indigenous second-language 
assessment and apply assessment benchmarks to our narrative, providing a preliminary 
method of Indigenous second-language assessment following from the work of others in 
this field (Edmonds et al. 2013; Miller 2004; Peter et al. 2003; Underriner, Fernandes & 
Atkins 2012). In language assessment terms, we progressed from mid-beginner to low-
intermediate speaking level.4 In an oral language such as N’syilxcn, film is an excellent 
medium for sharing personal narrative with our community and providing a record of 
our transformation. Oral filmed narrative allows interlocutors to speak for themselves. 
We found filming to be a motivating process and I hope our transformation may inspire 
other Indigenous language learners. In a later section I discuss the potential of film 
within Indigenous language learning, and an emergent wave of Indigenous and non-
Indigenous language learners on YouTube. 
2. CHARACTERS AND CONTEXT OF THE LANGUAGE HOUSE FILMS. This section 
introduces our language, provides background to The Paul Creek Language Associa-
tion (TPCLA), gratefully acknowledges our Elder Sʕamtíc’aʔ (Sarah Peterson), our Paul 
Creek language teacher, facilitator, and curriculum developer, Chris Parkin, my lan-
guage cohort, and provides a context to the language house. 
Our language is N’syilxcn, also known as nqilxwcn, Okanagan, Colville, Okanagan-
Colville, Interior Salish, Salish, Sinixt, and simply the language. N’syilxcn is embedded 
in the Interior Plateau, straddling present-day British Columbia and Washington. In our 
language we are sqilxw, Indigenous person, or animal being (tmixw) with the power to 
dream in a cyclical way, and Syilx, stranded together like a rope. These two words, 
4 The terms beginner, intermediate, and advanced (with low-, mid-, and high- benchmarks) are 
derived from CLB 2006, ACTFL 2012, and Miller 2004, explored further below. 
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translated simply as people or Salish people in English, demonstrate that our way of 
being, including our roles as humans and our connections to each other, the land and the 
seasons, is embedded in our language. 
Our language, like many Indigenous languages, is critically endangered (Norris 
2011). It is currently spoken by fewer than one hundred and fifty people, most of them 
Elders (Cohen 2010, FPCC 2012), and can be heard only at special occasions, ceremo-
nies, and in classrooms. However there are several dedicated activists who are bringing 
N’syilxcn back into public use and are creating speakers in a sequential, replicable man-
ner. I believe the activism, teaching methods, assessments and techniques shared in this 
article may be of value to other critically endangered Indigenous languages. 
Limlmtp, thank you; I gratefully acknowledge The Paul Creek Language Associa-
tion, based in Keremeos, BC, Canada, and its sister organization the Salish School of 
Spokane, based in Spokane, Washington. Sʕamtíc’aʔ (Sarah Peterson), Chris Parkin 
and LaRae Wiley formed The Paul Creek Language Association ten years ago and have 
worked tirelessly ever since to organize language courses and co-author an impressive 
amount of curriculum including textbooks, teaching manuals, audio recordings, com-
puter games, stories, math and science textbooks, and songs. The Paul Creek Language 
Association created a sequenced series of six textbooks, associated audio recordings 
and interactive software, designed to bring learners from beginner to advanced over 
the course of two years of full-time study (Peterson et al. 2006).5 These materials are 
designed to be taught by beginning learners and employ second-language acquisition 
techniques including repetition, scaffolding, constant review, assessment, interactive ex-
ercises and games. The sequenced material has been translated into and is being taught 
full-time in three Interior Salish languages. The Paul Creek Language Association’s 
contribution to Interior Salish languages, including N’syilxcn, is broad and deep and 
felt throughout Interior Salish territories. For the past five years TPCLA has organized 
a Celebrating Salish language conference in Spokane Washington, attended by over 500 
people from several Interior Salish Nations, now co-organized by the Salish School of 
Spokane and the Kalispel Tribe (Hval 2013).6 
Limlmtx, thank you; I gratefully acknowledge our brilliant, tireless and infinitely 
patient Elder Sʕamtíc’aʔ (Sarah Peterson), from kłyankxó (Paul Creek), near Keremeos 
British Columbia, Canada. Sʕamtíc’aʔ’s voice is well known among N’syilxcn language 
learners; she has recorded literally thousands of words and sentences for the Paul Creek 
curriculum, and continues to provide immersion instruction to learners. 
Limlmtp, thank you; I gratefully acknowledge Chris Parkin and LaRae Wiley, our 
tireless language activists, organizers and curriculum developers. I am inspired by their 
unending enthusiasm, creativity, optimism and personal and professional commitment 
to N’syilxcn, and by their creation of a full-time N’syilxcn domain: a language nest and 
grades one-to-four immersion school, the Salish School of Spokane, Washington.  
5 TPCLA’s 6 textbooks are in three levels: 1 beginner, 2 intermediate, and 3 advanced. Download 
at: www.interiorsalish.com/linksnews.html and www.endangeredlanguages.com/lang/oka. Since 
the time of this research much of TPCLA’s publishing has shifted to their partner, the Salish 
School of Spokane, but for simplicity I refer to their material as TPCLA material. 
6 Kalispel Tribe Celebrating Salish Conference: www.kalispeltribe.com/celebrating-salish-confer-
ence/. See Hval 2013 for background to conference and TPCLA curriculum. 
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Limlmtp, thank you; I gratefully acknowledge my capsíw’s, a kinship term for my 
language sisters, my language cohort: Prasát, C’ər̓tups, X̌wnámx̌wnam, and Staʔqwálqs 
(Shelly Boyd, Carmella Alexis, Brandy Baptiste, and Hailey Causton). My capsíw’s and 
I come from five separate communities within N’syilxcn-speaking territory and were 
brought together by our shared commitment to the language. We met and began our lan-
guage journey in beginner classes organized by TPCLA in Keremeos British Columbia, 
Canada and in Inchelium Washington (shared in Johnson 2012, 2013). 
Prior to moving into the house each capsíw’s had slightly differing language abili-
ties, though we had each completed the first two books, level 1 TPCLA material, 180 
hours of intensive classroom time, taught in immersion. None of us grew up with 
N’syilxcn speakers, though X̌wnámx̌wnam was sometimes exposed to her grandparents’ 
fluent speech. C’ər̓tups, X̌wnámx̌wnam and I had previously attended beginner language 
courses through the En’owkin Centre in Penticton BC. X̌wnámx̌wnam had previously 
studied N’syilxcn 2 in Omak, WA, and taught N’syilxcn 1 and Captíkwł 1 to C’ər’tups, 
Staʔqwálqs and I over the previous year. We decided to form a language house, basically 
creating our own intensive live-in university, as volunteer activist learners. We based 
our participation on having completed the first two books of TPCLA curriculum. My 
capsíw’s and I felt called upon to form the first N’syilxcn immersion house and commit 
to a five-month intensive transformative experience. We moved into a house together 
because each of us came from separate communities, several hours apart. Most of us 
were unfunded. Staʔqwálqs had funding from the Westbank Band, which funded her liv-
ing expenses. We fundraised to pay our rent and Sʕamtic’aʔ’s time. 
Although we were beginner speakers, we were highly motivated learners and com-
mitted to become the first group to learn the next two books of TPCLA material. Be-
cause we were the first group, we had to learn without a teacher. Our language is criti-
cally endangered; no new speakers have emerged in fifty years—other than Chris and 
LaRae who became proficient by writing and teaching TPCLA curriculum, and one 
other teacher in Washington. My cohort and I realized we were attempting something 
difficult, perhaps impossible, but we believed the curriculum would provide a focus, and 
intensive study time would help us become speakers. Chris Parkin provided a learning 
schedule and TPCLA curriculum and visited the house regularly to train us in materials 
and co-teaching methods and to collect assessments. 
My capsíw’s and I studied and lived nqilxwcn between January and May 2011. Our 
situation was unusual among adult Indigenous-language learners (of endangered lan-
guages) in that we had a comprehensive curriculum (Hinton 2011:308) and measured 
our progress through regular testing and assessment (Haynes et al. 2010, Peter et al. 
2003). We met four days a week for five months and followed a strict no-English rule 
from 11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Our learning was intensive: curriculum-based lessons four 
hours a day, or approximately 305 hours total classroom time. We had 1.5 hours a day 
of immersion visits with Sʕamtíc’aʔ, or approximately 115 hours total. Classroom time 
and immersion visits totaled 420 intensive immersion hours. We studied the third and 
fourth books of TPCLA’s six-book curriculum, wrote quizzes each day, took oral and 
written exams at regular intervals, and produced a filmed assessment at the beginning 
and end of our program. 
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Our immersion house was a spacious five-bedroom house in a beautiful, remote, 
forested valley bottom, practically straddling a sparsely populated section of the Canada/
United States border. Our location was the Lower Similkameen Indian Band reserve, 
across the Similkameen River from Keremeos, BC, nestled at the base of Chopaka 
Mountain. Our neighbors included two Elder speakers, Sʕaláwat (Tony Qualtier) and 
Q’iyusálxqn (Herman Edward) who were regular visitors to the house. 
3. sqəlxwcawtət (OUR WAYS). Grizzly wends her way through my thoughts on our lan-
guage house experience. Grizzly bears, specifically females, are powerful figures in 
captíkwł, story, representing mothering, cultural transmission, language abilities, and 
care of children (Wickwire 2001). In one of our captíkwł, a Grizzly mother rescues a 
young boy who was abandoned by his community, and takes him into her den for two 
years of intensive instruction. The boy emerged, transformed, into a skilled and capable 
young man, and returned to reintegrate his learning into his community. The young boy 
is like our language, endangered to the point of near-death by colonization, and in need 
of Grizzly’s help. Adult language learners similarly need to be immersed in intensive 
instruction for two years, removed from our usual distractions, under the tutelage of 
language experts like the Grizzly-mother and her cubs, and a similar network of sup-
port to re-integrate our language back into our homes and communities (Johnson 2012). 
For adult Indigenous language learners some of our Grizzly Bears, or guides, will be 
advanced second-language acquisition (SLA) methods, teachers, curriculum and tech-
niques. My capsíw’s and I were fortunate to have the assistance of our own Grizzlies, 
Sʕamtíc’aʔ, Chris Parkin and TPCLA’s curriculum, including exposure to cutting-edge 
second-language learning and assessment techniques. Like the boy, we emerged with 
skills and an openness to new techniques that we will, with support, be able to share 
with our communities. 
According to our captíkwł and sqəlxwcawt we each have a role and responsibility to 
act on our individual gifts and share our knowledge with community. There are at least 
three instances of tmixw, animal beings, whose cawt, way, or role and responsibility, 
demonstrate the powerful role of individuals and their responsibility to share their song, 
sometimes with the ability to bring another being back to life (Johnson 2012). Our 
captíkwł include many stories of Coyote being admonished to follow his own cawt and 
not copy others’ ways—a powerful message for Indigenous language learners and activ-
ists to develop our own learning methods. These stories give me courage to share what 
I have learned with the academy and with community. 
Our ultimate role and responsibility as Syilx adults is to learn our languages in or-
der to transmit them to children. Our transformation must be guided by our Grizzlies: 
N’syilxcn learning phases, messages embedded in our language and our sqəlxwcawt, as 
well as advanced second-language acquisition methods and sequenced curriculum. As 
adult Indigenous second-language learners and revitalizers, we need to develop a blend-
ed methodology: we need to gather together our Grizzly bears and resources (Elders, 
language experts and curriculum), utilize second-language acquisition techniques, write 
sequenced curriculum, commit hundreds of hours to a transformative in-community pro-
cess, and continually assess our progress as well as our methods. 
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According to sqəlxwcawt our personal narratives, set in our particular communities, 
take primacy over outside methodological generalizations (Jack 2010). Our films docu-
ment our transformation in Grizzly’s den in our own words, from our initial stumbling 
efforts as qwlqwltiʔst, first speech, speakers to n’łəqwcin, clear speech, (or roughly from 
beginner to intermediate, as discussed below). Our films are entirely in N’syilxcn, a 
choice reflecting our commitment to the power of immersion and the courage to break 
the silence imposed by generations of colonization. The next two sections briefly intro-
duce the first two films, Goldilocks I and Goldilocks II, and then allow our N’syilxcn 
narrative to speak for itself. 
4. GOLDILOCKS I: CHOPAKA IMMERSION HOUSE. Our first film, Goldilocks I: 
Chopaka Immersion House, provides an introduction to the capsíw’s, our house, and 
began a gathering process for our preliminary language assessment, a telling of the 
Goldilocks story, entirely in N’syilxcn. The four-minute film was shot in January and 
February 2011. Goldilocks I is a proud achievement for us. It demonstrates our courage 
to begin to speak and to commit ourselves to an intensive learning program. 
FIgurE 1. Scene from Goldilocks 1. Left to right: Prasát, Staʔqwálqs, C’ər̓tups, 
Sʔímlaʔxw. http://youtu.be/KVj3vpCf6JE
The film begins with personal introductions, an important part of our sqəlxwcawt. Each 
of the five capsíw’s introduces herself: Prasát, Sʔímlaʔxw, C’ər̓tups, X̌wnámx̌wnam, and 
Staʔqwálqs. Next, four capsíw’s are seen and heard in our first N’syilxcn conversa-
tion around the kitchen table. The next three scenes show Prasát quietly studying, the 
capsíw’s playing the card game, Uno, with Sʕamtíc’aʔ, and Staʔqwálqs chopping kin-
dling outside. In the final two minutes of the film we tell the Goldilocks story in our own 
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words, at our own language levels. Narratives from our first immersion conversation and 
our telling of the Goldilocks story are shared below.
4.1 OUR FIRST IMMERSION CONVERSATION. The kitchen table scene is subtitled 
“First immersion conversation” (01:20). We had turned off English that morning. Our 
conversational abilities were extremely limited but I clearly remember the thrill in the 
room when we began our transformative journey, exploring our conversational boundar-
ies for the first time. Our narrative humbly illustrates our very basic speech levels. 
Sʔímlaʔxw:  (1:20) yaʔyáʔx̌aʔ?
Staʔqwálqs:  yir. 
Sʔímlaʔxw:  oh, yir! 
Prasát:  yir. ki. 
Staʔqwálqs:  yir. kəkníyaʔ (gestures spinning, hand-to-ear, i.e. listening to CD). 
Sʔímlaʔxw:  acmistín. anwí n’- . . . ? (looks at Prasát, gestures singing). 
Prasát:  lut tə incá n̓kwnim . . . (points at Staʔqwálqs) (1:30). 
Translation:
Sʔímlaʔxw:  (1:20) watch something (like television)? 
Staʔqwálqs:  circle. 
Sʔímlaʔxw:  oh, circle!
Prasát:  circle. yes. 
Staʔqwálqs:  circle. listen.
Sʔímlaʔxw:  I know [understand]. you s- . . . ? 
Prasát:  not me sing (1:30).
4.2 GOLDILOCKS I NARRATIVE. For our language assessment, we chose the Goldi-
locks story because it was a simple, familiar story to us. None of us had studied or 
practiced it, and we felt it would therefore demonstrate our ability to storytell, without 
practice.7 We each told the story in five minutes or less, but for brevity and storytelling 
style I spliced brief narrative segments, choosing sentences illustrative of our language 
levels. In this way, the film shows us taking turns telling a two-minute narrative and the 
story ends about half way through, after the scene with the porridge. The narrative is 
provided below, complete with errors. I indicate errors by providing square brackets [] 
around what we were attempting to say. 
Sʔímlaʔxw: (01:57) kn kscúntmaʔx iʔ captíkwł Goldilocks and the three Bears. 
way̓ q̓sápiʔ, naqs sx̌əl̓x̌ʕalt, knaqs xíxuʔtm xwu···y iklí···ʔ k̓l citxws . . . s-s-s- 
[skm̓xist] . . . 
Prasát: (02:22) tkaʔtkaʔłís iʔ skm̓xist naʔł kwil xi- . . . xíxuʔtm. 
Staʔqwálqs: (02:30) axáʔ! . . . citxw! . . . mmmm, citxw. taʔlí ilxwt. taʔlí ayxwt. 
7 For those who need a Goldilocks refresher: A little blonde-haired girl is walking in the forest. 
She is hungry and tired and enters a house, not realizing three bears live there. She finds three 
bowls of porridge, one of which she eats; three chairs, one of which she breaks; and three beds, in 
one of which she sleeps. The bears return home to find porridge eaten, chair broken, girl sleeping, 
and chase her off. 
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X̌wnámx̌wnam: (02:42) iʔ sn̓kłʔiłn̓tn kł kaʔłís sn̓kəkap. iʔ kəkap kł sn̓p̓q̓witkw. 
cʔix sn̓p̓q̓witkw. naqs kł cʔix sn̓p̓qw̓itkw, naqs kł caʔł sn̓p̓q̓witkw, uł naqs . . . t̓i x̌ast 
sn̓p̓q̓witkw. 
C’ər̓tups: (03:07) xíxuʔtm c̓ilstn . . . c̓ilsts [c̓iłsts] sn̓p̓ . . . sn̓p̓q̓witkw. hmmm . . .  
Prasát: (03:21) uh, swit iʔ . . . swit iʔ iłn iʔ stixw ? 
C’ər̓tups: (03:28) c̓- . . . [c̓iłsts]. mmm . . . (ʕayn̓cúts, uł nixw qwásqi ʕayn̓cúts) 
(03:49). (Total narrative 1 min. 52 sec.) 
Translation: 
Sʔímlaʔxw: I will say [tell] the story Goldilocks and the three Bears. Ok, long 
ago, one day, one little girl went . . . far (went and far are elongated in mock 
storytelling style) to the house of b- . . . b- . . . [bear] (snaps fingers, unable to 
remember bear). 
Prasát: three bear [s] and red [blond-haired] little girl.  
Staʔqwálqs: This! . . . (points at something) House! . . . mmm, (sniffing). House. 
Very hungry (pats stomach). Very tired (motions walking towards house). 
X̌wnámx̌wnam: The table had three bowls. The bowls had porridge. Hot por-
ridge. One had hot porridge, one had cool porridge, and one . . . just right 
porridge. 
C’ər̓tups: Little girl . . . I ate . . . she ate . . . p- . . . porridge. hmmm . . . (pauses, 
thinking).
Prasát: uh, who . . . who . . . ate the stew [porridge]? 
C’ər̓tups: a- . . . [ate] (pauses) mmm . . . (laughs, unable to complete story). 
(Qwásqi (Blue Jay) laughs audibly in the forest behind C’ər̓tups as the credits 
run.)
Until I showed the film in community I did not know that qwásqi’s vocalizations indi-
cated laughter. Elders laughed along with qwásqi, sharing the humor and humility in our 
first storytelling. 
5. GOLDILOCKS II: CHOPAKA IMMERSION HOUSE. In our second film, Goldilocks II: 
Chopaka Immersion House we re-told the Goldilocks story five months later with great 
improvement. Our storytelling had more detail, vocabulary and grammar elements, and 
we were all able to complete the story, even adding personal storytelling embellish-
ments, even though we had not practiced or told the story since the original telling. 
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FIgurE 2. Scene from Goldilocks II. http://youtube.be/3DxQb_Llrw
We each told the Goldilocks story in approximately five minutes but for brevity and 
storytelling style I spliced narrative segments approximately one- to two-minutes long to 
create a seven-minute story. Our Goldilocks II narrative is provided below. 
5.1 GOLDILOCKS II NARRATIVE: 
C’ər̓tups: (00:10) way̓ tə tkʷriʔqn naʔł tkaʔkaʔłís skm̓xist. q̓saʔpí tkʷriʔqn 
xʷaʔxʷíst l̓ c̓əl̓c̓al. tkʷriʔqn ckics tkaʔkaʔłís . . . citxʷ. tkaʔkaʔłís skm̓xist xʷuy 
t̓l citxʷ. tkʷriʔqn k̓łʔipnt—klʔipnt—kłʔipnt [kłnk̓ʷƛ̓ips] . . . (ʕayn̓cút) . . . xʷuy 
k̓l sn̓k̓ʷəlcncutn. 
Prasát: (01:10) cmay cq̓ʷliw̓m tə síyaʔ, lut acmistím. uł ixíʔ iʔ xíxuʔtm wiks iʔ 
tkaʔkaʔłís skm̓xist citxʷ. uł uh, iʔ xíxuʔtm taʔlí ʔilxʷt uł um, cmay məl̓milt iʔ 
sqilxʷ uł̓ citxʷ. uł lut kn ta̓ kł skə- . . . skəkm̓xist, uł lut kn t̓a kł tum̓, mistəm, 
uł iʔ cəcmálaʔs. uł iʔ xíxuʔtm taʔlí ʔilxʷt uł uh, wiks iʔ iłn, uł x̌minks iłn. uł iʔ 
xíxuʔtm naqs iłn iʔ oh, nłiptms! umm . . . (Sʔímlaʔxʷ: sn̓p̓q̓ʷitkʷ). sn̓p̓q̓ʷitkʷ, 
sn̓p̓q̓ʷitkʷ! uł iʔ itn . . . iłn, taʔlí c̓ixc̓əxt uł lut tə x̌ast, uł uh, iʔ ʔasíl sn̓p̓q̓ʷitkʷ 
lut tə x̌ast, uł k̓ʔit. uł uh, iʔ—iʔ—iʔ . . . kaʔłís sn̓p̓q̓ʷitkʷ ti put! uł iʔ xi—xi—
xíxuʔtm c̓iłt yaʕyáʕt iʔ s̓n̓pq̓ʷitkʷ. uł iʔ xíxuʔtm wiks iʔ sn̓kłmutn. uł mut iʔ 
naqs sn̓kłmutn, sílxʷaʔ sn̓kłmutn, lut tə x̌ast. uł ʔasíl sn̓kłmutn um, uł uh . . . 
lut tə x̌ast. uł kaʔłís sn̓kłmutn, t̓i put! uł maʕʷt iʔ sn̓kłmutn. uł iʔ xíxuʔtm taʔlí 
ayxʷt. uł . . . 
Sʔímlaʔxw: (03:16) ƛ̓aʔƛ̓aʔám sn̓pulxtn. uł l̓ iʔ sn̓pulxtn kaʔłís sn̓łqutn. wiks iʔ 
sn̓łqutn. naqs iʔ sn̓łqutn miyáł tstast. ʔasíl iʔ sn̓łqutn miyáł . . . oh, n̓łiptmn iʔ 
sʔums. lut tə x̌ast. uł kaʔłís sn̓łqutn t̓i x̌ast. uł pulx tkʷriʔqn uł ʔitx. um, cyʕapəlx 
tkaʔkaʔłís iʔ skəkm̓xist l̓ citxʷsəlx. uł wiks iʔ sn̓iłn̓tn. uł iʔ tətw̓it skəkm̓xist cus, 
swit iʔ ʔiłs isn̓p̓q̓ʷítkʷ? mat swit ʔiłs isn̓p̓q̓ʷítkʷ uł wiʔs isn̓p̓q̓ʷitkʷ! 
X̌wnámx̌wnam: (04:29) oh, nikxəná, kʷłax yaʕyát swit. swit aláʔ? uł, hmmm . 
. . uł, iʔ k̓ʷlʔilt [skəkm̓xist] wiks iʔ snkłmutns. nikxəná! inmís x̌ast snkłmutn! 
swit maʕ̓s isnkłmútn? uł cqʷaqʷ. uł, oh, inx̌mínk kakíc—kakíc swit mut l̓ 
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ísnkłmutn. uł ʕaymtw̓ílx iʔ skm̓xist. hmm, cmay l̓ iʔ npulxtn—iʔ n̓pulxtntət. uł 
xʷuy—xʷuyʔiəlx k̓l iʔ n̓pulxtnsəlx. uł iʔ tum̓tm iʔ skm̓xist cus, mmm, mat swit 
l̓ isn̓pulxtn. ʕ̓ac̓nt! nikxəná. uł iʔ ƛ̓xap skm̓xist cus, nikxəná, mat swit l̓ ísn̓łqutn. 
k̓ak̓ín? uł iʔ k̓ʷlʔilt [skəkm̓xist] skm̓xist cqʷaqʷ, nikxəná! ʕ̓ac̓nt l̓ ísn̓łqutn, iʔ  . 
. . stim ixíʔ? iʔ sqilxʷ l̓ isn̓łqútn, xíxuʔtm. uł yaʕt iʔ skm̓xist ʕaymt. uł tkʷriʔqn 
. . . qiłt, uł nxił, a··· skm̓xist! nikxəna, húmaʔ! (ʕayn̓cút). łətpmn̓cut, uł yʕalt t̓l 
iʔ citxʷsəlx. uł ilíʔ way̓. lut t acmistín. lut inx̌mínk iʔ skm̓xist iłs iʔ tkʷriʔqn. 
(ʕayn̓cút). 
C’ər̓tups: (6:20) mmm . . . tkaʔkaʔłís iʔ skm̓xist sʔiłns iʔ tkʷriʔqn. way̓ ixíʔ put. 
Sʔímlaʔxw: (6:30) kl̓kilsəlx iʔ tkʷriʔqn. u···ł [kn] ntils, ʔiłsəlx iʔ tkʷriʔqn. uł 
way̓.
Prasát: (6:39) qicəlx uł qicəlx k̓l claʔtiw̓s! uł way̓ ixíʔ (ʕayncut) (6:48). 
(Total narrative 6 min. 38 sec.). 
Translation: 
C’ər̓tups: Ok, Goldilocks and three bears. Long ago, Goldilocks walked in [the] 
forest. Goldilocks arrived [at] three person[’s] house. Three bears, he goes, 
from house. Goldilocks op-, op-, (laughs, unable to find word opened the door) 
. . . went to [the] kitchen. 
Prasát: Maybe she was picking saskatoon berries, we don’t know. The little girl 
saw the three bears[’s] house. And, the little girl was very hungry, and maybe 
visit the people[’s] house. And I don’t have [there aren’t any] bears, mother, fa-
ther, children. The little girl was very hungry and saw the eat [food] and wanted 
food. And the little girl, one, [she] ate the . . . oh she forgets [I forget]! um. . . 
(Sʔímlaʔxw: porridge). Oh, porridge, porridge! And food [she ate] the porridge, 
very hot, not good. And the two [second] porridge not good, cold. The three 
[third] porridge was just right. And the little girl ate all the porridge. The little 
girl saw the chair. She sat in one, a big chair, and it wasn’t good. And two chair, 
wasn’t good. And three chair, was just right. She broke the chair, and the little 
girl was very tired. 
Sʔímlaʔxw: She looked for [a] bedroom. In the bedroom were three beds. She 
saw the beds. The one [first] bed, too hard. The two [second] bed . . . too . . . oh, 
I forget the word. Not good. The three [third] bed was . . . just right. Goldilocks 
went to bed and slept. The three bears arrived in [at] their house. He saw the 
kitchen table and the little boy bear said, “Who ate my porridge? Somebody ate 
my porridge and finished it!”
X̌wnámx̌wnam: Nikxena, gosh. Everyone was surprised. “Who is here?” The 
[cub] saw his chair. “Nikxena. My favorite chair! Who broke my chair?” He 
cried, “Oh, I want to find whoever sat on my chair.” The bear[s] got angrier. 
“Hmm, maybe in our bedroom.” And they go—they went to their bedroom, 
and the mother bear said, “Somebody was here in the bedroom. Look! Nikx-
ena!” And the elder bear said, “Nikxena, somebody was in my bed. Where is 
he?” And the [cub] cried, “Nikxena, look in my bed! . . . What is it? A person 
is in my bed. A little girl.” The bears were angry. And Goldilocks . . . woke up. 
She was afraid. “Nikxena! Bear! Excuse me!” (laughing). She jumped up and 
ran off from their house. . . That’s it (laughing). I don’t know. I don’t like [to 
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say] the bear ate Goldilocks.
C’ər̓tups: The three bears ate Goldilocks. And . . . that’s it. 
Sʔímlaʔxw: They chased Goldilocks, and . . . [I] think they ate Goldilocks. 
That’s it. 
Prasát: She ran and ran to the valley. And that’s it (laughing). 
6. N’SYILXCN ACQUISITION PHASES AND ASSESSMENT. Our speech had improved 
between Goldilocks I and Goldilocks II, but by how much? I wondered if there were 
words to discuss our progress, in the language. I had read that second languages are 
naturally acquired in phases, referred to as the silent (comprehension) phase, early pro-
duction, speech emergence, intermediate and advanced, by Krashen & Terrell (1988). 
I overheard Elders remark that a child or adult learner had achieved what sounded (to 
me) like a language phase: k’lp’xwínaʔ, holes cut in the ears, or comprehension phase. 
In her filmed interview, Sʕamtic’aʔ pronounced us n’łəqwcin, clear speakers—the first 
time I had heard that word. This spurred me to ask her and other Elders how to express 
N’syilxcn phases of language learning. I found through conversation with three Elders 
that there are many N’syilxcn words to indicate the entire range of language acquisi-
tion stages, from the initial comprehension stage to ‘true’ speech. I noted four distinct 
N’syilxcn acquisition phases, which I describe, though I realize there may be many 
more. I have heard each term applied to learners by at least two Elders, but please accept 
that my learning is preliminary and ongoing, and that N’syilxcn is spoken differently by 
different Elders. The terms are applied subjectively, based on the Elder’s knowledge of 
language acquisition. The four N’syilxcn phases I have so far identified are k’lp’xwínaʔ, 
holes cut in the ears or comprehension phase, qwlqwltiʔst, first speech, n’łəqwcin, clear 
speech, and n’tłłcin, straightened, or true speech, reproduced in the table below and 
discussed further in Johnson 2012 and my dissertation (Johnson 2013). 
k’lpxwínaʔ holes cut in the ears, when a person begins to comprehend lan-
guage; first stage of N’syilxcn acquisition
qwl’qwl’tiʔst first speech, when words are formed, similar to a child’s speech, 
short utterances; second stage of N’syilxcn acquisition
n’łəqwcin starting to be heard, make a noise, become more clear voiced, audi-
ble, from łiqw, plain to see; third stage of N’syilxcn acquisition
n’tłłcin straightened or true speech, when speech contains few errors and 
is like the Elders; final stage of N’syilxcn acquisition
tabLE1. N’syilxcn acquisition stages
As well as N’syilxcn phases of learning, I became interested in language assess-
ment, a related yet distinct process that can unpack the value and efficacy of a particular 
learning program. Indigenous language assessment has been described as a three-stage 
process similar to gathering firewood, building a fire, and evaluating the flames, based 
on expert knowledge of tree species, humidity of wood, amount of pitch, and so on 
(Miller 2004:14, speaking of Secwepemtsin Interior Salish assessments). In language 
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assessment these three stages are: gathering language information; building an assess-
ment strategy; and finally applying the assessment strategy to the information (Miller 
2004:14). I include an extra stage, prior to evaluation, sharing the knowledge in commu-
nity, to enjoy the flames. My filmed narrative assessment process followed a similar pat-
tern: collecting raw footage and interview narratives was a gathering process; the editing 
process was similar to building the fire; viewing the films in community was similar to 
enjoying the flames (in sharing our narratives on YouTube and in this writing we are 
enjoying the flames with a broader audience); and finally evaluating the narrative based 
on N’syilxcn and international language benchmarks is the evaluation of the flames. In 
the following sections I evaluate the flames, first according to N’syilxcn language acqui-
sition stages and then based on international assessment benchmarks. 
7. GOLDILOCKS I. Goldilocks I demonstrates our basic qwlqwltiʔst speech level and our 
slightly varying language abilities in our first month. 
Prasát, C’ər̓tups, Staʔqwálqs and I were qwlqwltiʔst, struggling to make our first 
sounds. We still showed frequent signs of k’lp’xwínaʔ, often unable to find our voices and 
resorting to silence. X̌wnámx̌wnam was n’łəqwcin when we moved into the house, though 
she was shy and quiet and often resorted to the silences employed by k’lp’xwínaʔ and 
qwlqwltiʔst speakers. She, like many N’syilxcn learners, demonstrated the Syilx value of 
quietness (Cardinal & Armstrong 1991:90); she was very respectful and listened more 
than she spoke. 
As the kitchen table conversation demonstrates, we succeeded in creating a space 
where we felt safe enough to overcome our learner’s shyness and fear of making mis-
takes and find our first voices. In the scene, Prasát, Staʔqwálqs and I conversed at a 
qwlqwltiʔst level while C’ərtups silently looked on. Like all beginners (a second-language 
assessment term defined below) we had difficulty understanding each other, spoke in 
one- or two-word sentences, had almost no use of grammar and truly limited vocabular-
ies. We conveyed through one-word sentences and gestures that we were talking about 
a CD of traditional songs, rather than a film. I tried to ask Prasát if she was the singer 
on the CD, but was only able to articulate a single word “anwí”, you, and the sound “n” 
from “n’kwnim”, sing, and make a gesture as though singing. I couldn’t remember the 
word n’kwnim from our N’syilxcn 1 vocabulary (in second-language acquisition terms, 
n’kwnim was in my comprehension vocabulary and not yet in my productive vocabu-
lary) and hoped Prasát would remember it. Sharing a common vocabulary from TP-
CLA’s level-one curriculum was a great advantage to us as incipient conversationalists. 
Prasát said the word (thus assisting its transition from my comprehension to productive 
vocabulary) and answered in the negative that no, she was not the singer on the CD in 
a three-word sentence, “lut incá n’kwnims”, not me sings. None of us had used person 
markers to conjugate the verb (finding it much harder to do so in real life than in a gram-
mar exercise), and only one of us had actually remembered the verb sing at all. At this 
point, unable to employ further words, one of us ran to get the CD. 
We demonstrated slightly higher-level abilities in monologue (our personal narra-
tives and Goldilocks storytelling) than in our group conversation at the kitchen table. 
Our Goldilocks narratives demonstrate qwlqwltiʔst and n’łəqwcin speech. Staʔqwálqs and 
C’ər̓tups’ narratives were qwlqwltiʔst—employing short sentences of one or two words. 
They both trailed off into silence and laughter, unable to complete the story. Staʔqwálqs 
turned out to be gifted at storytelling with non-verbal gestures and sounds. Prasát and 
I storytold at very basic n’łəqwcin levels, speaking in in longer, audible sentences and 
completing the story, though with very simple vocabularies, incomplete grammar, and 
no details, descriptions, or embellishments. X̌wnámx̌wnam’s storytelling was already 
fully n’łəqwcin—her narrative was quite complete, though it was simple and her voice 
was quiet. Over five months in the house she gained confidence and was a stronger sto-
ryteller in the second telling. 
8. GOLDILOCKS II. In the five months between Goldilocks I and II we transformed from 
qwlqwltiʔst to n’łəqwcin—a vast transformation. After five months in the immersion house 
Sʕamtíc’aʔ proudly pronounced all of us n’łəqwcin, which literally means clear voiced. The 
clarity indicates several things—we had overcome our shyness and fear, gained confidence 
and become clearly audible. Each of us now told the story from beginning to end with more 
fluid storytelling, greater vocabulary, and much improved grammar and pronunciation. 
C’ər̓tups showed a remarkable improvement from not being able to complete the story 
to telling the story from beginning to end with increased use of grammar, details, and 
humor. Staʔqwálqs was unavailable for the final interview but would also have demon-
strated remarkable improvement—Sʕamtíc’aʔ noted that Staʔqwálqs was also n’łəqwcin. 
X̌wnámx̌wnam’s transformation was remarkable—in her narrative she became an ani-
mated, colourful storyteller with gestures, inflection and confidence in her voice—truly 
n’łəqwcin. 
One very telling comparison is the sheer amount of language used in the second 
film compared to the first. There is a great deal more language used than in the first 
Goldilocks telling. We also added playful Syilx-style storytelling elements the second 
time around. The little girl may have been out “picking saskatoon berries, we don’t 
know” (Prasát 01:10). Saskatoon berries are one of our Four Sacred Foods, plentiful in 
Syilx territory, and are often mentioned in Syilx captíkwł (story). C’ər’tups and I added 
Syilx-style endings where the bears ate the little girl, also reminiscent of stories from 
captíkwł: “tkaʔkaʔłís iʔ skm’xist sʔiłns iʔ tkwriʔqn. way’ ixíʔ put”, [the] three bears ate 
Goldilocks. And that’s it (C’ər̓tups 06:29). 
We still made frequent grammatical and vocabulary errors and had limited ability 
to communicate but we were more clearly comprehensible to each other and other lis-
teners, like our Elder. Language tasks such as these are described by second-language 
assessment benchmarks, and in the next section I attempt to untangle the web of second-
language assessment in Indigenous contexts and apply international second-language 
assessment benchmarks to our narratives. 
9. INDIGENOUS SECOND-LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT BENCHMARKS. Language as-
sessment is seldom employed or discussed in Indigenous Language programs (Miller 
2004, Peter et al. 2003, Haynes et al. 2010), possibly due to mistrust and fear of nega-
tive evaluations and political consequences (Peter et al. 2003:7, Peter & Hirata-Edds 
2006). I found only two published situations where an assessment strategy was actually 
applied to an Indigenous language program. Cherokee teachers in schools reported that 
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they found assessment useful after an initial period of doubt (Peter et al. 2003:7, Peter 
& Hirata-Edds 2006). The five-benchmark Kaiaka Reo assessment model was tested on 
Māori students from years one through eight and recommended that it be adopted at a 
national level (Edmonds et al. 2013).  
Indigenous language programs sometimes judge their success by the creation of pro-
ficient speakers, or by children raised in the language. Viewed through this lens, most In-
digenous language programs have been failures, as they have not produced new speakers 
(Dauenhauer & Dauenhauer 1998, Fishman 1993, Parkin 2012). Hawai‘i has produced 
several hundred new speakers and many children are being raised in the language (Gion-
son 2009), however Hawaiian is much easier to learn than the ‘mainland’ Indigenous lan-
guages, which require upwards of 1,000 hours. It is difficult to create advanced speakers 
even for non-Indigenous university language programs. Most university second-language 
programs create no higher than intermediate speakers (Rifkin 2003, Rifkin et al. 2005:3), 
attributed to the fact that four full years of university instruction typically adds up to only 420 
hours which falls far short of the 1,000 required for ‘difficult’ languages (Rifkin 2003:585). 
Researchers estimate 1,000 hours to achieve at least mid-intermediate levels, for languages 
quite different from English (Rifkin 2003:585, Jackson & Kaplan 2001, Johnson 2013, 
McIvor 2012:53).  
I did not set out on the path of Indigenous language assessment; I set out as a lan-
guage learner in search of successful learning strategies, which I found through TPCLA 
curriculum. Like other Indigenous teachers and learners, I was afraid at first to broach 
this topic, fearing that assessment was a non-traditional activity (Peter et al. 2003), or 
that I was falling into the trap of applying the tools of the colonizers (Smith 2003). At 
first, I questioned whether assessing our language ability might reflect a damaging, judg-
mental, or invasive process. After much reflection, I came to accept that assessments are 
one of several second-language acquisition techniques that are critical to the success of 
Indigenous language programs—and that not to use them would be engaging in my own 
“politic of distraction” (Smith 2003:2)— succumbing to doubt and confusion, rather 
than action. 
Graham Hingangaroa Smith voices the concern that as Indigenous academics, label-
ing and engaging in uncritical science can serve to reproduce our own oppression, and 
recreate oppressive structures (Smith 2000:215). Smith challenges us to be proactive, 
rather than reactive, and develop Indigenous praxis with Indigenous cultural values. 
Graham Smith’s role in proactive engagement started in 1982, when the Māori people 
decided to step outside the colonial structures and form language nests, which have gone 
on to include hundreds of children (2000). Māori and Hawaiian language efforts have 
been an inspiration to Canadian Indigenous language revitalization (McIvor 2005:27). 
Initially, Māori immersion efforts, as well as Hawaiian programs, were inspired by and 
based on Canada’s successful French immersion programs (McIvor 2005:27, Warner 
1999:75); these programs are arguably the most successful programs in heritage lan-
guage teaching (Krashen 1984, Hammerly 1987). Upon further research, I found that 
Canadian French immersion programs employ cutting-edge language assessment tech-
niques, which are highly detailed and fully described (CLB 2006, Pawlikowska-Smith 
2000). The Māori have created their own language assessment benchmarks, however 
they are unpublished and unavailable for review (Haynes et al. 2010). 
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The goal of Indigenous language revitalization is the creation of a generation of pro-
ficient speakers who will then bring their languages back to their homes and communi-
ties. In the initial phases of language revitalization, at our levels of critical endangerment, 
our learning methods will necessarily be ‘artificial’ classroom-based learning, following 
second-language principles (Dauenhauer & Dauenhauer 1998:79, McIvor 2005:100). 
As learners progress, their curriculum must become more complex and challenging, as 
will their assessment strategies. With this in mind, it is vital to employ regular assess-
ment with definable proficiency stages to our learners as a proactive measure that will 
safeguard us against reproducing unsuccessful programs. Assessment and evaluation is 
increasingly recognized as critical to the success of Indigenous language programs in our 
changed colonial context of advanced language loss (Haynes et al. 2003, Miller 2004, 
Peter et al. 2003, NILI 2012), and I believe filmed assessments can honor our voices 
and provide valuable learner motivation—a critical factor in second-language learning 
(Asher 2009, Dornyei 2003, Ellis 1997, Richards & Maracle 2002). 
N’syilxcn and many other Indigenous languages do not yet have a method to assess 
our learning on an honest continuum from zero to advanced and it is common to employ 
indefinable terms like speaker, semi-speaker, semi-fluent and fluent. Arguments about 
the definition of fluency are well documented in second-language literature (Lennon 
1990, Rifkin 2003). I decided as a learner to drop the indefinable goal of ‘fluent’ in favor 
of a clearly definable goal of advanced proficiency. 
Confusion often exists, in Indigenous language programs, between the goals of lan-
guage transmission and cultural transmission (Dauenhauer & Dauenhauer 1998). Indig-
enous approaches commonly stress the importance of socio-cultural content rather than 
language content (Haynes et al. 2010). Dauenhauer & Dauenhauer warn against the 
common tendency to confuse language transmission with cultural transmission (1998). 
Introducing complex cultural content too early reduces the amount of hours spent in 
focused language instruction and increases the tendency to switch to English (Richards 
& Maracle 2002:380). Indigenous instructors express frustration in programs where in-
struction switches to English or continues to rely on unsuccessful methods (Richards & 
Maracle 2002, Underwood 2009:3). It is critically important for Indigenous languages to 
adopt successful second-language acquisition methods, train teachers in these methods 
(Dauenhauer & Dauenhauer 1998; McIvor 2005, 2012), and maintain full immersion. 
Indigenous language programs, as reviewed by Haynes et al. (2010), appear (in my 
opinion) heavily weighted towards beginner testing functions. The Northwest Indian 
Language Institute’s Native Language Proficiency Benchmark (NILI 2012) also appears 
to be strongly weighted towards beginner, and conflates the intermediate and advanced 
levels; however, it incorporates excellent task-based cultural language functions such as 
giving speeches in the longhouse and praying, at advanced levels. I worry that weighting 
Indigenous assessments towards beginner will contribute to the tendency for efforts to 
plateau at a beginner level (Johnson 2012). Indigenous language learners need to adopt 
an assessment that describes the entire range of speech, including fully proficient speech. 
There are several non-Indigenous second-language assessment scales with detailed 
descriptions of the entire speech range from beginner to advanced (and beyond), includ-
ing the Canadian Language Benchmarks (CLB) (2006, Pawlikowska-Smith 2000), the 
American Council on the Teaching Foreign Languages (ACTFL) (2012), and the Com-
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mon European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) (2001). Each assess-
ment strategy names and describes language benchmarks, generally broken into begin-
ner, intermediate, and advanced, and further subdivided into either twelve (CLB) or nine 
(ACTFL) sub-levels. The CLB system was designed to create a common categorization 
system for Canadians (CLB 2006, Pawlikowska-Smith 2000). The CLB descriptions are 
very thorough at each level and noteworthy in that they employ real-world task-based 
proficiency descriptions such as, “ask about and tell time,” and “summarize a lecture,” 
to ensure that proficiency is tested, rather than non-linguistic skills (Pawlikowska-Smith 
2000:viii). The ACTFL benchmarks are widely accepted in North America, and have 
been informally adopted by a handful of North American Indigenous groups (Haynes 
et al. 2010). In a comparison of international assessments by Vandergrift (2006), CLB 
categories correspond more closely to the European (CEFR) rating system than the 
ACTFL, being much more complete in the advanced levels than ACTFL. Interestingly, 
CLB benchmark 12 goes so far as to include a very honest real-world challenge: the 
ability to respond appropriately to simulated sarcasm and hostility in the workplace or 
academia (CLB 2006:46). 
Jack Miller responded to a need identified by First Nations teachers to assess prog-
ress and achievement and waded through several assessment strategies, including the 
CLB and ACTFL (Miller 2004). Miller combined CLB and ACTFL scales and adapted 
them to First Nations contexts to develop culturally appropriate Indigenous Language 
Proficiency Benchmarks specifically for Indigenous and Interior Salish languages, by 
partnering with Interior Salish teachers near Kamloops, BC. He created nine-tiered de-
scriptive benchmarks roughly equivalent to CLB and ACTFL. He provides benchmark 
checklists in an excellent table at the end of his EdD thesis (2004:163–165). Miller’s 
scale is useful though simplified from the originals and I often refer to the more detailed 
CLB and ACTFL sources he drew from. Because of its task-based descriptions and 
strength in describing advanced levels, the CLB is my favored assessment strategy for 
Indigenous language application, used in combination with Miller and ACTFL. 
For simplicity’s sake, I merge CLB, ACTFL, and Miller’s classifications into Be-
ginner, Intermediate, and Advanced, divided into low-, mid-, and high- subcategories, 
rather than their complex numbering and naming systems. Similarly to Jack Miller and 
ACTFL, I conflate CLB’s twelve categories into nine benchmarks (I conflate their sec-
ond and third of four tiers into mid-). I blend assessment strategies with my understand-
ing of N’syilxcn acquisition stages. I refer to these merged benchmarks in the table 
below and in the next section in reference to our N’syilxcn narrative. 
Assessment Benchmarks N’syilxcn acquisition stages (approximate and prelimi-
nary)
Beginner       -low qwl’qwl’tiʔst
                     -mid k’lpxwínaʔ
                     -high
Intermediate -low n’łəqwcin
                     -mid
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                     -high
Advanced     -low n’tłłcin
                     -mid
                     -high
tabLE 2. Assessment Benchmarks and N’syilxcn Acquisition Stages
Summarized simply: beginner speakers can sustain simple question and answer 
exchanges including yes/no and one-or two-word sentences; intermediate speakers can 
sustain informal conversations on concrete topics, recite simple stories and legends and 
hold informal meetings; and advanced speakers can participate effectively in discussion 
on a broad variety of topics, including presentations, debates, lectures, and rapid shifts 
between languages (CLB 2006, Miller 2004:132–135). 
I need to point out in the following assessment of our filmed narratives I refer only 
to speaking ability, though there are four distinct language-learning categories: speaking, 
listening, reading, and writing (ACTFL 2012, CLB 2006, Miller 2004). I did not assess 
our listening, reading, or writing abilities. There is also a distinction between speaking 
in monologue and back-and-forth conversing, which is regarded as more difficult. Other 
than the kitchen table scene, I refer mainly to monologue speaking ability. It bears 
mentioning that we spoke better in a monologue than conversing, and our speaking abili-
ties were considerably higher than our reading and writing abilities, which remained at 
beginner throughout. Our listening abilities varied depending on how much exposure 
we had had to the language. In the future we need to develop nqilxwcn assessments for 
speaking, listening, reading, and writing, in nqilxwcn. 
10. SECOND-LANGUAGE SPEAKING ASSESSMENT OF GOLDILOCKS I AND II. In 
Goldilocks I our narratives reflect simple mid-beginner speech, with very few details 
or embellishments. We use short sentences and make many errors that would make it 
difficult for an Elder to understand us. These traits are typical of low- to mid-beginner 
speech levels. Mid-beginner speakers can sustain simple question and answer exchanges 
though often with very short responses and only in areas they are familiar with (Miller 
2004). Mid-beginner speakers are extremely difficult to understand, even by the most 
‘sympathetic listeners’ (ACTFL 2012:9). 
Our first immersion conversation demonstrates classic mid-beginner speech: “little 
control of basic grammar structures and tenses, and context strongly supports the ut-
terance (e.g., by gestures, objects or location)” (CLB 2006:8). Mid-beginner speakers 
communicate “minimally and with difficulty,” responding with two- or three-word in-
complete sentences, pauses, hesitations, and lack of vocabulary (ACTFL 2012:9), evi-
denced in our kitchen table discussion as well as our Goldilocks narrative. Mid-beginner 
speakers often resort to repetition or silence, as evidenced by one of us running off to 
get the CD rather than describe it. Silence played a role in our Goldilocks I storytelling, 
for example when we were unable to complete the story while Blue Jays laughed in the 
background. 
We displayed slightly higher speech skills in our Goldilocks monologues than our 
group conversation, demonstrating some high-beginner speech traits. High-beginner 
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speakers, like mid-beginner speakers, have short, hesitant, present-tense, incomplete, 
inaccurate sentences, however if they are comfortable with their topic they can briefly 
appear ‘surprisingly’ proficient and respond in ‘intelligible sentences,’ though they are 
not “able to sustain sentence level discourse” (ACTFL 2012:9). For the most part we 
were at a low- to mid- beginner level. High-beginner level speakers can describe things 
and take part in simple routine conversations (Miller 2004), clearly not yet evident in 
our kitchen table conversation. X̌wnámx̌wnam was not present for the kitchen table con-
versation, but she would likely have conversed at a high-beginner level (though probably 
very quietly). 
Our transformation from qwlqwltiʔst in Goldilocks I to n’łəqwcin in Goldilocks II 
roughly corresponds to a shift from mid-beginner to low-intermediate—a remarkable 
achievement in five months. In Goldilocks II we still made frequent errors but our 
narratives were more complete and comprehensible. Becoming intelligible to Elders 
is a hurdle the learner will surmount just before or after mid-intermediate, according 
to Miller (2004), CLB, and ACTFL benchmarks. When a learner reaches mid-interme-
diate, “grammar and pronunciation errors are still frequent, but rarely impede commu-
nication” (Miller 2004:164). When learners pass mid-intermediate their intelligibility 
grows from ‘understood with great difficulty’ to ‘generally understood’ by ‘sympathetic’ 
listeners (ACTFL 2012:9). According to CLB, mid-intermediate speakers make fre-
quent grammar and pronunciation errors, self-corrections and rephrasing, but their er-
rors ‘rarely impede communication’ (Pawlikowska-Smith 2000:54), a benchmark we 
had not yet passed. 
In Goldilocks II we were able to narrate the entire story. Miller defines intermediate 
speaking as including the ability recite simple stories and legends (Miller 2004:133). Ac-
cording to CLB, mid-intermediate speakers can speak about “familiar concrete topics at 
a descriptive level for five to ten minutes” (Pawlikowska-Smith 2000:54). Intermediate 
speakers perform best when assessed with non-personal, concrete topics (i.e. a Goldi-
locks narrative) in formal or semi-formal exchanges (i.e. an interview) and a familiar 
setting (i.e. a language house), rather than in group discussions or informal debates 
(Pawlikowska-Smith 2000:60). We demonstrated some storytelling traits of mid-begin-
ner speakers, however we did not yet have traits indicative of high-intermediate speak-
ing ability, for example we would have been completely out of our depth participating 
in a “seminar-style or business meeting, discussion, or debate” (Pawlikowska-Smith 
2000:71). We had difficulty conversing outside of our interviews and formal lessons, 
though we had brief flashes of brilliance in our classroom lessons as can be seen in our 
third film.  
11. kwu n’łəqwcin (WE SPEAK CLEARLY): CHOPAKA IMMERSION HOUSE. In our third 
film, kwu n’łəqwcin (we speak clearly): Chopaka Immersion House, we share personal 
reflections about our transformation. The six-minute documentary was filmed during 
our last month in the language house. kwu n’łəqwcin represents a more open-ended as-
sessment, a blending of the gathering process, fire-building, enjoying, and evaluating 
the flames. We explain in our own words that our language improved and we hope to 
become n’tłłcin, true speakers, one day. We discuss our language levels, the efficacy 
of TPCLA curriculum, our experience and the methods we used. Footage includes TP-
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CLA lessons, curriculum and learning methods, scenes in and around the house and in 
the nearby forest, working with Sʕamtíc’aʔ in our garden, and narratives from our final 
interviews. 
FIgurE 3. Scene from kwu n’łəqwcin. http://youtu.be/O7fFMN-KSa4
After the opening sequence the film proceeds to Sʕamtíc’aʔ’s interview-narrative. She 
sums up our hard work and transformation in the house: 
Sʕamtíc̓aʔ: kn aláʔ l’ sp̓əp̓ƛ̓m̓salq̓w, incá iskwíst Sʕamtíc̓aʔ. aláʔ cyʕáp iʔ smam̓ím. 
x̌minksəlx caʔkw mipn̓wíłn t̓ ksnqilxwcnmsəlx. uł aláʔəlx uł t̓i kmax nqilxwcn iʔ  
ksqwl̓qwil̓tsəlx. əcm̓ay̓twixw, uł mam̓áy̓aʔməlx, uł way’ taʔlí n̓łaqwcínəlx. 
Translation: 
Sʕamtíc̓aʔ: I am here at sp̓əp̓ƛ̓m̓salq̓w [treeline, South end of Chopaka road], my 
name is Sʕamtíc’aʔ. The women arrived here. They wanted to learn to speak 
nqilxwcn. They stayed together here and did nqilxwcn immersion. They told 
each other stories and they studied. They now speak very clearly (Sʕamtíc’aʔ, 
kwu n’łəqwcin 00:33). 
We capsíw’s became better speakers from studying and living in immersion. N’łəqwcin 
literally means clear, comprehensible speech. As a language-level I believe it indicates 
we moved through the difficult k’lp’xwínaʔ, holes poked in ears, (the silent, or compre-
hension phase, a shy, inaudible phase) and qwlqwltiʔst, first speech, a phase where we 
are difficult to understand, into a phase where we have clear (łaqw) voices—a profound 
transformation. This does not mean that we don’t make a lot of errors in our speech—
we do—or that our speech is not simple—it is. However, n’łəqwcin means that we are 
clearly audible and are comprehensible to others—an Elder would be able to understand 
us though perhaps with difficulty. n’łəqwcin means there is still a long way to go, but 
we have found our voice. This is no small feat for adult Indigenous language learners, 
considering the generations of language loss, the damage wrought by colonization and 
residential schools, and the newness of sequential curriculum. 
A kitchen scene following Sʕamtíc’aʔ’s interview illustrates what n’łəqwcin sounds 
like. Our immersion activity that day was making frybread with Sʕamtíc’aʔ and in 
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the scene Staʔqwálqs opens the oven door and says (in what can only be described as 
n’łəqwcin, a clearly audible voice), “Oh, lut lkalát? kn nstils . . .! (Oh, [it’s] not bread? I 
thought [it was bread]!).” Sʕamtíc’aʔ is heard in the background saying, “snc̓ac̓íx̌laʔxw”, 
frybread. Humor and confusion often accompanied our immersion conversations. 
Many scenes illustrate n’łəqwcin speech in practice activities with TPCLA’s 
N’syilxcn 2 textbook. In one scene (2:11) C’ər’tups and Prasát are working through a 
partner exercise about bird behavior. C’ər’tups, reading from the exercise, asks Prasát in 
a clear voice, “stim a c’iłsts iʔ c’ris?”, what do kingfishers eat?, and Prasát answers, in 
a similarly clear voice, “iʔ c’ris c’iłsts iʔ qaqwəlx”, kingfishers eat fish. 
In a later scene the capsíw’s are studying another chapter from N’syilxcn 2 on 
fish species and behavior. The scene shows us working from open textbooks and re-
peating sentences after a CD recording of Sʕamtíc’aʔ (03:25). The sentences, repeated 
twice, were, “laʔkín iʔ kisú k’a caʔúʔsaʔm?”, where do Coho salmon spawn?, and, 
“k’l sʕatítkw uł cuʔcuʔíxaʔ k’a caʔúʔsaʔm”, Coho salmon spawn in creeks and rivers. 
All TPCLA textbooks are designed so learners can interact in groups and in pairs for 
maximum language use. Each lesson progresses from simple repetition to constructing 
original sentences. This is when language gets a little more complex and interesting. 
The fish-behavior lesson continued in a later scene, with a question-and-answer exercise 
designed to elicit original responses. C’ər’tups and Prasát exchanged original sentences, 
reproduced below. C’ər’tups, reading the question from the textbook, asks Prasát when 
Trout migrate from the ocean: 
C’ər̓tups: (4:12) Pən̓kin iʔ xwəxwmína əłplak k̓l səlxwʔitkw ?
Prasát: hmmmm, cmay . . . q̓ipcm? 
C’ər̓tups: iʔ xwəxwmína lut t̓a cʔímx. 
Prasát: oohhh . . . lut acmistín . . . 
C’ər̓tups: iʔ xwəxwmína lut t̓a cʔímx . . . lut t̓a cʔímx iʔ xwəxwmína 
k̓l səlxwʔitkw. 
Prasát: ohhh, ki. nikxəná! . . . ƛ̓axt! (kʷu ʕayncút) 
Translation:
C’ər̓tups: (4:12) When do trout return from the ocean? 
Prasát: mmmm, maybe . . . Spring? 
C’ər̓tups: Trout don’t migrate.  
Prasát: Oohhh . . . I didn’t know . . .  
C’ər̓tups: Trout don’t migrate . . . trout don’t migrate from the ocean.  
Prasát: Ohhh, yes. Gosh! . . . [you are] quick! (group laughing). 
We were laughing because it had turned out to be a trick question and C’ər’tups had qui-
etly ‘schooled’ us on the non-migratory lifeways of trout, adding her ecological knowl-
edge to the lesson. 
In our filmed interviews we commented on our progress. Each of us expressed that 
our speaking had improved. We attributed our success to hard work, immersion, and 
TPCLA’s excellent curriculum: 
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Sʔímlaʔxʷ: kn ntils unixʷ, kn qʷlqʷilt mis x̌ast ʕapnáʔ t̓l q̓sápi, ałí . . . k̓i kn mut 
l̓ citxʷtət nqilxʷcn l̓ c̓upáq, uł kʷu qʷaʔqʷʔál nqilxʷcn yʕat iʔ sx̌əlx̌aʕlt. uł kʷu kł 
taʔlí x̌ast iʔ sʔaʔúms q̓əyánt[ísəlx] t̓l ʕAn̓n uł Sʕamtíc̓aʔ. uł yʕat sx̌əlx̌ʕalt ckic 
Sʕamtíc̓aʔ uł kʷu [c]qʷaʔqʷʔál nqilxʷcn (02:19). 
X̌wnámx̌wnam: kʷu mipnwíłn yaʕt iʔ kłyankxó, Sʕamtíc̓aʔ naʔł ʕAn̓n naʔł 
Q̓ʷq̓ʷc̓w̓íyaʔ, iʔ sck̓ʷul̓səlx. yʕat iʔ q̓əy̓min uł iʔ sʕaʕ̓ác̓ (03:06). 
Translation: 
Sʔímlaʔxw: I think true, I speak better now [than] long ago [before], because . . . 
I live in our nqilxwcn house in Chopaka, and we speak nqilxwcn all [every] day. 
We also have very good books write [written] by Chris Parkin and Sʕamtíc’aʔ. 
And every day Sʕamtíc’aʔ arrived and we spoke nqilxwcn (02:19). 
X̌wnámx̌wnam: We learned all the Paul Creek—Sʕamtíc’aʔ, Chris Parkin and 
LaRae Wiley’s—work. All the papers and books (03:06). 
In our filmed interviews we commented that we now believed advanced proficiency 
was possible. Five months of transformation had given us the tools and the commitment 
to continue on the road to proficiency. I included four English sentences from Prasát’s 
English interview because we did not yet have the ability to explain the abstract concept 
fluency (in fact, I only learned the term n’tłłcin in time for X̌wnámx̌wnam’s interview). 
In the dialogue, reproduced in the introduction to this article, I ask Prasát (in English) if 
she believes she will be fluent one day. She replies: 
Prasát: I believe I’m gonna be fluent. I believe I will be fluent before I leave this 
world. It’s gonna take me a while, but—I feel that for all of us, we’re on the 
edge of something (1:41).
X̌wnámx̌wnam’s interview (shared in the beginning of this article) concludes the film with 
her hope that she will one day be a ‘true’ speaker like her grandparents:   
X̌wnámx̌wnam: lut t̓ə titíyam iʔ sck̓ʷul̓tət. taʔlí xəc̓xac̓t. naxəmł incá kn 
səcmipn̓wíłn n̓qʷl̓qʷil̓tn. uł . . . yaʔtmín qʷlqʷilt nixʷ, uł nixʷ, ul nixʷ (04:10).
Sʔímlaʔxʷ: haʔ kʷ ntils, anwí, naqs sx̌əlx̌ʕalt kʷ ksn̓tłłcin l’ n̓qilxʷcn? (04:47) 
X̌wnámx̌wnam: kn musl̓s. kn łə qʷlqʷilt nqilxʷcn . . . kn nqilxʷcnm . . . iscqʷlqʷilt 
tłtałt, uł cxił t’ inƛ̓x̌əx̌ƛ̓xá̌p, uł Syilx iʔ cawtət (05:20). 
Translation:
X̌wnámx̌wnam: Our work wasn’t easy. It was very hard. But, I am learning to 
speak. And . . . I need [to] speak more, and more, and more (03:43). 
Sʔímlaʔxw: Do you think one day you will be n’tłłcin, a straight, true speaker? 
(04:47) 
X̌wnámx̌wnam: I hope so. When I talk nqilxwcn . . . I speak nqilxwcn . . . my 
speech will be tłtałt (straight and true), like my grandparents, and our Syilx 
ways of being (05:20).
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12. INDIGENOUS FILM AND FILMED LANGUAGE ASSESSMENTS. This section de-
scribes the potential of film and internet platforms for Indigenous research, language 
speaking assessment, learning, documentation and providing learning motivation. Per-
sonal stories are of paramount importance in Syilx methodology. Film is therefore suited 
to Syilx research and dissemination because it honors individual voices and stories and 
allows personal narrative to take a primary role (Giard 2006, Jack 2010). Our narratives, 
presented on multimedia and film can ‘cut space,’ or forge a path, for Okanagan scholars 
within the colonial constructs of the academy (Jack 2010:3–19). 
There are only three North-American Indigenous-language feature length films that 
I know of. An early language revitalization film was an Arapaho community’s version of 
the feature-length Disney film Bambi, filmed entirely in their own language, described 
by Stephen Greymorning (2001). Atanarjuat is a recent excellent example of a feature-
length Indigenous film, filmed entirely in the Inuit language, depicting an Inuit story 
structure, with English subtitles (Knopf 2008). A Navajo-dubbed Star Wars was re-re-
leased in 2013 by the The Navajo Nation Museum in Arizona with voices from seventy 
voice-actors representing five Navajo dialects  (Boone 2013, Schwartz 2013). 
Film is well suited to language documentation in order to record and safeguard the 
spoken language (Hinton 2001a). However, while essential, language documentation 
should not be the end-goal of any language revitalization effort (Hinton 2001b). Rath-
er, multimedia efforts should be directed towards teaching and learning aids (Hinton 
2001a). Internet spaces are well suited to Indigenous voice because they can incorporate 
multimedia, personal stories and languages, and information can be made available to 
multiple diasporic users (Moore 2009, Landzelius 2006, Wemigwans 2008). 
Google created a space for Indigenous languages to redefine themselves on the net 
in 2012: The Endangered Languages Project, at endangeredlanguages.com, designed for 
sharing advice and documenting endangered languages. The website was transitioned 
to Indigenous oversight in August 2012.8 The languages and information are provided 
by website managers and focus mainly on documentation, however users can add any 
information to the language pages. TPCLA uploaded much of their teaching materials, 
I uploaded my three films, the Sinixt Nation added one film, and a linguist John Lyon 
added six films. Colville-Okanagan currently has eighty-five submissions (as of Feb. 19, 
2014), and learners can access video, audio, songs, textbooks and children’s books.   
Endangered Languages: N’syilxcn
I found the process of filming, honoring our voices, enjoying the films in commu-
nity, and assessing our progress provided valuable focus and learner motivation. I placed 
our films on YouTube and Endangeredlanguages.com in order to share our language 
journey with others, create a lasting record of our transformation, our methods, a pre-
liminary assessment, and motivating proof that higher than beginner levels are possible 
8 Endangeredlanguages.com is overseen by First Peoples’ Cultural Council (FPCC) and The Insti-
tute for Language Information and Technology (The Linguist List, Eastern Michigan University) 
in coordination with the Advisory Committee. Language information is provided by the Catalogue 
of Endangered Languages (ELCat), produced by the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa and The 
Linguist List, Eastern Michigan University. 
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for Indigenous language learners. 
The three videos posted from the language house may be the first example of a 
filmed Indigenous language assessment. If there has been very little written about Indig-
enous language assessments (Miller 2004, Peter et al. 2003), there has been even less 
written about filmed Indigenous language assessments. I can find only one academic ref-
erence to Indigenous filmed assessments, Leanne Hinton 2001d. Learners in the Master-
Apprentice program are video taped approximately once a year answering questions and 
describing a picture (Hinton 2001b:222–223). Comments are solicited from the Masters 
about the apprentices’ grammatical accuracy. The narratives are not compared to assess-
ment strategies such as CLB or ACTFL, but are subjectively evaluated by trainers who 
do not understand the language. Trainers listen for what strike me as beginner traits such 
as one-word, short or long sentences, length of speech, frequent pauses, false starts, or 
a “flowing stream of words” and have “the idea in mind of someday comparing early 
assessments with later ones” (Hinton 2001b:222–223). 
YouTube is increasingly becoming a platform for Indigenous language learners. A 
quick YouTube search of ‘Indigenous language’ yields nearly 5,000 results. One note-
worthy YouTube contributor is Dustin Rivers, or Khelsilem. He is the subject of sev-
eral films posted by Where Are Your Keys (WAYK), a learning method developed in 
Portland, Oregon (Arcand 2011).9 He posted his own film (linked below) entirely in the 
Squamish (Coast Salish) language, and started a website to support Squamish language 
revitalization and activism. 
Dustin Rivers’ film
YouTube has become a global platform for a wave of non-Indigenous language 
self-assessments and demonstrations. These people, described as ‘superlearners’ and 
‘postmonolingual’ polyglots, are challenging themselves to learn multiple languages and 
document their progress on YouTube (Erard 2012). They spend up to fifteen hours a day 
studying languages from books and computers, doing sentence drills, journaling, talk-
ing out loud, logging their progress, generally finding ways to self-teach languages they 
have little exposure to, and some have received a measure of internet notoriety for their 
posted videos in multiple languages (Erard 2012). I believe super-learners’ techniques 
could be of value to Indigenous second-language learners, particularly for languages 
without sequenced intensive adult classes. At the very least their achievements are a 
fascinating example of learning potential, commitment to long hours, and personal mo-
tivation. Perhaps superlearners can inspire Indigenous learners to challenge ourselves to 
post more videos in our languages. 
13. CONCLUSIONS. According to our sqəlxwcawt, individuals must have the courage to 
share our stories and stand behind our personal views. We may need to contradict the 
Syilx value of quietness and find strength in our voices. This is particularly important 
for Indigenous language learners. Our quietness can hold us back from teaching and 
9 To see his several films, type Dustin Rivers, Khelsilem, or WAYK into the YouTube browser. 
His website is squamishlanguage.com. 
learning our languages (Meek 2007). My cohort and I created a language house in order 
to stem the erosion of our language, create a domain of use, support each other, and 
improve our speaking ability. We gathered our materials, mentors, and courage and 
began to speak. We also proved a simple but often argued point—Indigenous language 
can be learned by adults in a classroom. Hard work and concentrated study is effective 
for learning our language. 
There is continuing resistance in our communities to embrace programs such as 
ours, partly due to resistance to non-traditional learning pathways, to the hard work of 
Grizzly’s den, to new second-language learning strategies, to being taught by learners 
rather than Elders, and the sheer difficulty of fitting hundreds of hours of intensive learn-
ing into existing institutional structures. My cohort and I achieved 420 hours of dedi-
cated immersion study in five months, or the equivalent of ten university classes. My 
personal N’syilxcn study time adds up to 1,000 intensive hours, including hours spent 
teaching and studying TPCLA material before and after the house. 
One of the great achievements of our program is that three of our cohort were youth 
under thirty. I take heart from Hawaiian language programs, and words by Hawaiian 
language activists, Kauanoe Kamana and William Wilson, among the first to raise their 
children in Hawaiian. Kamana and Wilson stress, “The key demographic in reversing 
language shift is young people ages 12 to 30. For this demographic to ensure the survival 
of their language they must learn their ancestral language fluently, maintain fluency by 
daily peer-group use, pass the language on to their own children . . .” (Kamana and 
Wilson 2009:375).
Intensive transformation such as ours exposes learners to associated stresses and 
anxieties particular to our colonial context (McIvor 2012). The stresses involved in 
achieving n’łəqwcin were high, and it was important to support each other, particularly 
as we were without a teacher. In retrospect, I might recommend that learners not at-
tempt full immersion (other than in-class time with sequenced curriculum) until they 
have achieved at least high-beginner. I would also recommend that learners wait until 
intermediate to attempt immersion with Elders as they will benefit more when they are 
better able to understand each other, engage in activities, and keep a dialogue going. I 
highly recommend following a comprehensive curriculum such as TPCLA’s, and using 
full immersion during lessons. I highly recommend the language house model because 
it is essential to remove learners from the distractions of English and daily life. Our lan-
guage house was operationally a classroom-style learning venue, a sort of mini N’syilxcn 
university with dormitory attached. 
The language house created a safe, motivating space, removed from outside distrac-
tions, where we were able to put in hundreds of hours and move from k’lp’xwínaʔ, quiet 
comprehension phase, to n’łəqwcin, starting to make a clear noise, or in the words of 
international assessment benchmarks from mid-beginner to low-intermediate (ACTFL 
2012, CLB 2006, Miller 2004). We are able to storytell and are comprehensible to El-
ders—a proud achievement for us. This does not mean that we do not have a long way to 
go—we do. Or that we don’t make hundreds of errors, or that we can talk about abstract 
concepts—we can’t. The proof of our methods is clear, by watching Goldilocks I and II, 
in that we improved as speakers in a relatively short period of time. We find ourselves 
emerging from Grizzly’s den into a world where we, like our Elders, are not understood 
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by our communities and are lonely for our language, however we have a responsibility 
to become speakers, share our learning and bring our languages back to community. 
The N’syilxcn language continues to be taught through TPCLA materials both in 
British Columbia and Washington. C’ər’tups, Prasát and I had the honor of co-teaching 
the fourth TPCLA book to fifteen adults in a new language house in Inchelium, Wash-
ington, in an intensive four-week course at the Inchelium Language and Culture As-
sociation in 2012. The graduates were approximately n’łəqwcin, or low-intermediate. 
Twelve people studied the fifth TPCLA book in the summer of 2013 in Keremeos BC, 
as soon as Chris Parkin completed writing it. There are prayers and discussions about 
forming a new language house and a new cohort of learners this year.  
Chris Parkin and LaRae Wiley created an immersion school in Spokane Washing-
ton which now runs from preschool to grade four. Their teachers teach in full N’syilxcn 
immersion all day in the classroom, and study TPCLA material for two hours every 
afternoon. I believe they have the best shot at becoming advanced speakers. The sequen-
tial TPCLA textbooks and associated computer games have been built in three Interior 
Salish languages and are being taught to full-time cohorts in Kalispel Washington, Pend 
d’Oreille Montana, and Spokane Washington. 
Groups of advanced adult speakers are key to Indigenous language revitalization 
at this critical moment in our histories. Grizzly’s dens are a key component. Time in 
Grizzly’s dens (in other words, two years following sequenced curriculum and guided 
immersion with Elders) is a critical period in adult Indigenous language learners’ trans-
formation. For continued success of our language programs we need to embrace second-
language acquisition techniques including assessment and be embraced ourselves by a 
network of support from our communities. Passing from k’lp’xwínaʔ to n’tłłcin, or true 
speech, takes time, courage, practice and effort on the part of the adult learner. It also 
takes dedicated activism on the part of teachers who often have to organize their own 
grassroots intensive classes, as we did. My cohort and I are lucky there are six TPCLA 
textbooks from beginner to advanced, and we plan to continue in our quest towards 
n’tłłcin. The language house demonstrated that intensive classroom-based learning cre-
ated a group of intermediate speakers. These speakers, including myself, now have the 
responsibility to create domains of use, immersion classrooms, university spheres, and 
homes, and in the process, become advanced speakers. To move beyond n’łəqwcin we 
know what we need to do. X̌wnámx̌wnam said it perfectly, in kwu n’łəqwcin (04:10): 
yaʕ̓tmín qwəlqwilt nixw, uł nixw, ul nixw. 
I need to speak more, and more, and more. 
GLOSSARY of N’syilxcn terms
capsíw’s sisters, plural, kinship term
captíkwł   Syilx stories, from ancient times (also spelled chapteekwl)
cawt  role, responsibility, way of being, the thing one does, also caʕwt 
k’lp’xwínaʔ  holes cut in the ears; the first stage of N’syilxcn acquisition, when a 
  person begins to comprehend language
n’łəqwcin  starting to be heard/make a noise, become more clear voiced, from 
  łaqw, plain to see; the third stage of N’syilxcn acquisition 
N’syilxcn the language spoken by Syilx and Snʔayctx (Siníxt, Arrow Lakes) 
  people, also spelled Nsyilxcn, Nsəlxcin, N’səlxcin, nqilxwcn 
n’tłłcin  straightened or true speech, the final stage of N’syilxcn acquisition 
  when speech contains fewer errors and is like Elders’ speech
nqilxwcn  the language (language of sqilxw, the people), also spelled nqilxwcn
qwlqwltiʔst first speech, short utterances, similar to a child’s speech; the second 
  stage of N’syilxcn acquisition, when words are formed
sqilxw  person; Indigenous person; animal being (tmixw) with the power to 
  dream in a cyclical way 
sqəlxwcawt sqilxw + cawt, way of being; also Bill Cohen’s pedagogical model, 
  also spelled sqilxwcút, sqəlxwcaʕwt 
Syilx  N’syilxcn speaking person; stranded together like a rope; refers to 
  Okanagan-Colville, Interior Salish people and territory 
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